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**Introduction**

Personal papers of the University of Missouri English professor. Dr. Morgan has published numerous fiction works and short stories and edited The Missouri Review since 1980. Includes correspondence, personal writing and manuscript files, book reviews, speeches, miscellaneous papers, publishing materials (correspondence, royalty statements etc.), and newspapers clippings.

**Box List**

**Box 1**
Correspondence
Manuscript files
   Belle Starr [2]
   Dance of Mothra
   Diary piece—Kansas City Star
   Dread 900
   English 50, Fall 1972—stories
   For Our Beloved Country
   Household expenses
   Jamaica—text
   Learn from Friends [2]
   Limousine
   Literature
   Motorista & the Washerwoman (Internal Combustion) [2]
   Mountain Time
   Oklahoma and Western
   Prison Curriculum # 5 [2]
   River Tripping
   Short ones
   The Pits
   Twain
Miscellaneous papers
Newspaper clippings & publicity
Publishing
   Correspondence
   Royalty statements
Reviews [2]
Speeches
   Future of Publishing

**Box 2**
Manuscript files
Bad Cat
Belle Starr—business details and personal responses
Brother Enemy—Reviews & responses
Free 4 All [3]
Frog Gig and Other Stories
Game We Played
Gravity’s Rainbow
Jack Woman Killer
Jekyll and Hyde Meet Mailer
Making Signs
Nightmare of History: A Study of Robert Lowell [2]
The Bullet
The Signal
Wendell Berry—Intro
Who Killed the Bush?

Miscellaneous papers

Box 3
Correspondence
Newspaper clippings
Reviews & Publicity
Miscellaneous papers

Box 4
Book Reviews
Clippings & Publicity
Correspondence—General
Correspondence—Publishers
Manuscript files

Note: the Freshour Cylinders apparently starts with cylinder (chapter) 6.
Draft 1
Freshour Cylinders, chapters 6-16
Freshour Cylinders, chapters 17-29
Freshour Cylinders, chapters 30-44
Freshour Cylinders, chapters 45-acknowledgements
Draft 2
Freshour Cylinders, chapters 6-29
Freshour Cylinders, chapters 30-45, acknowledgements
Draft 3
Freshour Cylinders, chapters 6-29
Freshour Cylinders, chapters 30-45, acknowledgements
Style sheet
Freshour Cylinders, chapters 6-29
Freshour Cylinders, chapters 30-45, acknowledgements
Revised
Freshour Cylinders, chapters 6-29
Box 5
Clippings
Manuscript files
   Assembler
   Farm Motel [3]—version 1
   Farm Motel [3]—version 2
   Money Man [3]
Student assignment